Evidence-based research: understanding the best estimate
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Introduction: Best estimates of intervention outcomes are used when uncertainties in decision making are evidenced. Best estimates are often, out of necessity, from a context of less than quality evidence or needing more evidence to provide accuracy.

Purpose: The purpose of this article is to understand the best estimate behavior, so that clinicians and patients may have confidence in its quantification and validation.

Methods: To discover best estimates and quantify uncertainty, critical appraisals of the literature, gray literature and its resources, or both are accomplished. Best estimates of pairwise comparisons are calculated using meta-analytic methods; multiple comparisons use network meta-analysis. Manufacturers provide margins of performance of proprietary material(s). Lower margin performance thresholds or requirements (functional failure) of materials are determined by a distribution of tests to quantify performance or clinical competency. The same is done for the high margin performance thresholds (estimated true value of success) and clinician-derived critical values (material failure to function clinically). This quantification of margins and uncertainties assists clinicians in determining if reported best estimates are progressing toward true value as new knowledge is reported.

Analysis: The best estimate of outcomes focuses on evidence-centered care. In stochastic environments, we are not able to observe all events in all situations to know without uncertainty the best estimates of predictable outcomes. Point-in-time analyses of best estimates using quantification of margins and uncertainties do this.

Conclusion: While study design and methodology are variables known to validate the quality of evidence from which best estimates are acquired, missing are tolerance margins, or upper and lower performance requirements and clinician critical values, within which best estimates behave and are validated. Understanding the best estimate behavior toward true value may provide clinicians and patients confidence in decision making under uncertainty.
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Introduction

One goal of evidence-based dentistry is to provide clinicians and patients with best evidence or best estimates of intervention outcomes that are directed to uncertainties in decision making when developing personal oral health care plans. These plans are comprehensive based on outcomes that allow for decision making to include service options regarding the whole person: the physical, behavioral, social, and spiritual well-being, not just disease, morbidities, and mortality. Best estimates are usually focused on decision data, augmented with clinician’s expertise and experience within
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informed consent. However, a common complaint of clinicians is that best estimates are often, out of necessity, from a context of less than quality evidence or needing more evidence to provide accuracy. In lieu of nothing, clinicians also desire an outcome estimate even if it is not a best estimate to provide a context with which to do shared decision making within informed consent. Yet, clinicians need to translate to patients the confidence that can be attributed to any outcome estimate discussed.

**Purpose**
The purpose of this article is to understand the best estimate behavior, so that clinicians and patients may have confidence in its quantification and validation. While study design and methodology are variables known to validate the quality of evidence from which best estimates are acquired, missing are tolerance margins, or upper performance requirement (UPR) and lower performance requirement (LPR), within which best estimates behave and are validated. Given this context, clinicians may be able to judge at one point in time the performance of the outcome (competency in clinical applications) of a subject of interest against the manufacturer's performance requirements or, in its stead, clinician's expertise and experience from systematic reviews.

**Methods**

**Decision data**
Decision data are the effectiveness of outcomes selected for the PICOTS template at time of query when comparing one intervention with its comparison. Each outcome measure or metric may be provided as risk ratios (RRs), odds ratios (ORs), or probabilities (%), and less often, number needed to treat. For example, medical clinicians may be more comfortable speaking about outcomes in terms of OR or RR or metric may be provided as risk ratios (RRs), odds ratios (ORs), or probabilities (%), and less often, number needed to treat. For example, medical clinicians may be more comfortable speaking about outcomes in terms of OR or RR and dental clinicians in terms of probabilities. Whichever is preferred, these measures are interchangeable.

However, Gigerenzer et al. make the case for statistical illiteracy as follows: "widespread inability to understand the meaning of numbers [and that statistical illiteracy] is common to patient, journalists, and physicians." Without a clear understanding of the numbers, each may be manipulated into nonintended interpretations that may also undermine informed consent and shared decision making. Rather, reports of statistical findings fundamentally need to be reported at a “minimal statistical literacy” level where absolute measures dominate over relative measures.

Efforts by Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT), TREND, and STROBE have recommended studies that report findings in absolute as well as relative effect measures (for example, RR, OR, and percentage). Their reasons are that relative measures may allow for misinterpretation of the magnitude, direction, and estimation and interpretation of outcomes, especially in comparison with other studies. Absolute measures have the advantage of reporting the sample size, the size of the sample that shows the effect of the outcome, and the size of the sample that does not show the effect of the outcome. From these data, relative effect measures may be chosen and calculated by readers, researchers, or both and reported along with the absolute measures.

**Best estimate**
In evidence-based research, a best estimate is a quantification of many observable events, but not all events, of an outcome regarding a subject of interest, along with quantification of that portion of unknown knowledge explainable as uncertainty or error in measurement. Thus, knowledge about a subject of interest is epidemiological (observational) and not epistemological (causation). In stochastic environment, we are not able to observe all events in all situations to know without uncertainty a subject of interest and its predictable outcomes. To discover best estimates and quantify uncertainty, critical appraisals of the literature, gray literature and its resources, or both are accomplished using primary source articles, or primary source systematic review (PSSR), and systematic reviews of PSSRs, or clinically relevant, complex systematic reviews. Thus, best estimates of outcomes focus on evidence-centered care; it is all about the evidence and decision making and not engaging providers or patients. This engagement comes later in the whole dynamic of understanding a clinical practice guideline.

**Gathering evidence**
In the 1970s, A Cochrane advocated for critical summaries of randomized controlled trials to support clinical decision making. Randomized (triple-blinded) clinical trials with allocation concealment, follow-up, and peer-review consensus are considered the consensual gold standard for clinical trials, superior to any other study design in studying intervention causation. A randomized clinical trial (RCT) is an experiment that may prove causation and, therefore, is most important to clinical practice. It is, then, of the highest importance that reporting of RCTs be standardized. This gold standard is called “rational therapeutics” and is qualified by: CONSORT, QUOROM, and STARD (Agency), with CONSORT and consensus statements of these standards being most recommended.
RCTs are not all equal in their quality of evidence; some are stronger, and others are weaker. Evidence-based research, then, is concerned with the validity and reliability of the evidence. The validity of the evidence lies in the precision and accuracy of the measuring instrument or scale and its calibration. So the reviewer of the study ought to consider the measuring instrument as to its “true to value” with other such measuring instruments, its ability to predict an outcome, and its ability to measure what it was intended to measure. Reliability concerns how confident the reviewer can be that the findings of the clinical trial will reproduce the same or similar results in other trials.

Many instruments have been developed to assess reliability and validity of the evidence. From the archives of the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, 19 historical assessment instruments were identified. In use, the Jadad, Timmer (for assessing abstracts), Amstar and its revision and validation, R-AMSTAR, PRISMA, and GRADE assessments arose. GRADE and its expansion and validation Ex-GRADE have become the most prominent with their consensual acceptance as standard use in systematic reviews by the Cochrane Collaboration. GRADE assesses clinical trials from the highest confidence in quality of evidence to the lowest. In comparison with the consensual gold standard, all other trials are either equal or downgraded.

The importance of all scales lies in quality evidence produced from studies or study designs that may or may not control for bias. In observational studies, unlike RCTs, the population sample may be large, making results more generalizable with large magnitudes of effect. They provide a look into reality and practice. With this, however, biases, such as selection bias, not accounting for attrition, and confounding bias, arise as there are no controls or randomization of subjects into experimental categories. Clinical trials may suffer from these biases as well; however, proper assumptions and modeling may reduce these biases producing higher levels of confidence in results. The criteria used to perform assessments are categorized into downgrades of quality based on

1. Limitations in the design and implementation;
2. Indirectness of evidence;
3. Unexplained heterogeneity or inconsistency of results;
4. Imprecision of results;
5. High probability of publication bias.

**Strength of evidence**

Once ratings are achieved, these can be used to establish the strength of the evidence or recommendation. However, there is controversy regarding using summary ratings from scales (to render summary scores) or checklists that provide insight into the quality of evidence in studies. Cochrane Collaboration uses checklists as found in GRADE. The difference is that scoring the evidence is simpler and may fit technologies to facilitate simulated annealing or data analytics. Cochrane Collaboration, however, dispels this as lacking in transparency. As a behavior, transparency allows for open reviews that communicate in descriptive terms how evidence meets each specific criterion and for evaluators to account for accuracy in the review. For technology to mimic this process, natural language processing, while relatively new, may lend assistance to automation in review assessments. Once quality of the evidence has been established, then the best estimate of an outcome may be determined.

**Analysis**

Used as the query structure for systematic reviews, the PICOTS input template (Figure 1) allows for pairwise comparisons of intervention options based on an outcome measure. In the PICOTS template, “P” or population is the attributes (demographics, medical and dental conditions, socioeconomic factors, etc) of the individual patient, “I” or primary intervention (PI) concerns the uncertainty for which the query is being initiated, “C” or comparison intervention (CI) is a known intervention, “O” or outcome is the outcome measure that is used to study the comparison between the two interventions (options), “T” or time is the time interval for which the outcome is valid (immediate, 1 year, 2 years, etc), and “S” or setting is the practice venue within which the outcome performance is studied; settings may include community practice, clinics, nursing homes, hospitals, etc. Thus, this structure queries for and acquires best evidence, one intervention of a subject of interest compared to another measured at one point in time and inclusive of the stated patient characteristics for which the two interventions are studied. The outcome is a measure, given in absolute or relative values. This measure specifies the effectiveness of one option compared to another option in determining best therapies, regimens, and accommodations, as well as equipment, devices, and disposables. Thus, the PICOTS template will provide criteria, termed inclusion criteria, to perform the search of the professional literature for quality studies whose estimates of effectiveness may be unified into one best estimate that professionals and patients may use to compare treatment or purchase options in defining personal oral health care plans or products that will improve performance effectiveness.
Why pairwise comparisons? Usually this is how the evidence is matched in studies acquired through a search of the professional literature. Pairwise comparisons (Figure 2) of the PI and CI are defined as direct comparisons. Some studies do multiple comparisons, comparing more than two options along with the PI and CI for the same outcome measure. However, queries for these types of studies relevant to the query or clinical question are few. In other words, clinicians may wish to query for multiple comparisons using an outcome measure but be restricted in finding the relevant information. The PICOTS template restricts clinicians to only two comparisons. The literature may not provide the requested multiple comparisons for an outcome measure; instead, the literature may provide only two comparisons at a time for the selection of multiple comparisons queried for in different articles. Thus, direct comparisons of more than two interventions studying the same outcome measure may be hard to find. Regardless, data exist to make and quantify multiple comparisons, albeit two at a time and based on any one outcome measure. This is the usual case when searching the literature. Let us take a Cochrane Oral Health Group Review regarding the subject of interest, “Tooth-colored resin fillings compared with amalgam fillings for permanent teeth at the back of the mouth.”

The review addressed the failure rate of composite resin compared to amalgam restorations in permanent posterior teeth, in service for a minimum of 3 years (the “T” in the PICOTS template). This was the clinical question inputted into the PICOTS template. The search bibliome included 2,205 references of which ten articles were selected, but only two of the seven clinical trials were determined “quality studies” and unified to provide a best estimate of the studied outcome.
measure, failure rate, used for the subsequent clinical practice guideline. It would appear from the review that trials were rejected because of their lack of similarity in study design; however, all had a high risk of bias. Thus, the evidence left to quantify a best estimate was for 921 children having permanent posterior teeth. Findings were reported as relative RRs, a relative value not an absolute value. The report suggested that composite resin restorations had significantly higher rates of failure, lower success rate, than amalgam restorations, RR =1.89 with a 95% confidence interval of 1.52–2.35.

Best estimates of pairwise comparisons are calculated using meta-analytic methods because most evidence found to match clinical queries occurs in direct, pairwise comparisons; when found, multiple comparisons use network meta-analysis (NMA).19 NMA brings together the estimates of outcome measures reported using direct comparisons (the two specified in the PICOTS template) and combines them with the estimates of outcome measures reported as indirect comparisons. Indirect comparisons are comparisons of either the PI or CI compared with some other interventions that were studied using the same outcome measure. For the Cochrane example, the meaning of indirect comparisons is that “quality” articles may have found amalgam comparisons with glass ionomer restorations using the same outcome measure of success rate; in addition, it could mean that other comparisons were found that included direct filling gold, cast gold, and porcelain restorations. Similarly, quality articles may have found similar comparisons for composite restorations. The method to visualize and make sense of these multiple comparisons is to pictorially represent the comparisons in a network, so that every comparison may be visualized within a then developed network. A unified analysis is performed to determine the best estimate from all the comparisons.20 For the aforementioned example, the search bibliome to form a Best Case Series for the analysis may have included trials that compared amalgam or composite restorations to glass ionomer restorations, for example, with the outcome measure of success rate.

The Baldwin network (Figure 3) is a simple three-node depiction of the evidence in the Cochrane Best Case Series bibliome, given that comparisons with glass ionomer restorations were also included in the analysis. This, then, is made available for an NMA. First, the geometry is evaluated for its nodes: which nodes have direct comparison evidence and which nodes have indirect comparison evidence. Visualizing this network, the graph shows more comparison data between glass ionomer restorations and amalgam (n=8). Thus, data contributing to a best estimate from these comparisons are said to be well represented. This is followed by composite restorations (n=5) that are said to be less represented, followed by direct comparisons between amalgam and composite restorations that are least represented. Overall, there are 15 possible comparisons that can be made between the three restorative treatment options the outcome of which is success rate. It is possible, then, that more data exist to quantify a best estimate using NMA. However, there are statistical assumptions that need to be considered to support confidence that the best estimate from the 15 possible comparisons is robust enough to be called “best estimate”. Indirect comparisons may affect the strength of the network as a whole, its power, and reliability in the overall analysis. If we included other trials that were excluded in the Cochrane systematic review, the whole network may have had more comparisons but with heterogeneity and statistical incoherence issues that are criteria important to calculating and having confidence in the best estimate. So the inclusion or exclusion of multiple comparisons would depend on the network as to whether it makes sense to include all selected evidence or the results need to be interpreted with caution, a similar conclusion the reviewers reached for their direct, pairwise comparison in the Cochrane review. With pairwise meta-analysis, there are two models by which one can have confidence in the estimate produced. The fixed effect model assumes that no heterogeneity exists, whereas the random effects model assumes unexplained heterogeneity, as occurs in indirect comparisons, and thus is the more common choice. This is true for NMA.

Reducible uncertainty
For past knowledge, PSSRs or clinically relevant, comprehensive systematic reviews are tools used in acquiring best estimate of outcome measures for competing intervention options...
and their uncertainty. This may also apply to primary source articles used in the PSSR. However, how do evidence-based researchers and clinicians know when best estimates are close to true value? For example, we are looking at a composite resin restorative material to develop clinical practice guidelines for expected performance using a point-in-time analysis. There may be several points in time that we would want to look at for different reasons: at placement to provide clinicians with estimates as to procedural competency, at subsequent restorative performance over a given duration, and up to and when failure of the restoration is expected to give material competency. So let us look at one of these points, that is, selecting the Cochrane Oral Health Group Review 3-year subsequent to placement for its intuitive ease in explanation. To begin, let us say all studies tested marginal fracture as the variable for survival rate.

Manufacturers provide the margins of performance of their materials, in this case a composite resin restorative material and its marginal fracture performance competency. The LPR of the material is determined by a distribution of tests to quantify its performance at functional failure. The survival effect, effect size estimate of each sample, is averaged across the numerous test samples to provide a mean, distribution, and standard error with the assumption that all samples are taken from the population and are normally distributed. The same is done for the UPR. Figure 4 displays the margins (LPR and UPR), best estimates of these margins (15% and 40%, LPR and UPR, respectively), and best estimate of the composite resin restorative material (30%) acquired from PICOTS query and subsequent systematic review methodology. Also shown is the range of uncertainty of the acquired best estimate from UPR.

Thus, for performance in practice, clinicians may observe that the best estimate from this point-in-time analysis is nearing true value in comparison with LPR, material failure. Table 1 is an example of this type of supplied information.

The critical value (CV) is the value at which clinicians have established as failure to function clinically, and replacement is the treatment option. On clinical assessment, this value is the clinician diagnosis of failure not the manufacturer’s LPR at the time of material failure. Thus, CV is reported as mean and standard deviation. For this composite resin restorative material, RRs are calculated for success rate of the composite restorative material. The “manufacturer” of the material specifies that the UPR is RR = 0.28 and the LPR is RR = 0.18 at 3 years. The CV at which the clinician will declare unacceptable performance is RR = 0.33; any value below RR = 0.33 will always be judged clinically unacceptable and restorations ordered replaced by the clinician. This value is its clinician-determined specification of least acceptable.

Researchers, however, require an additional step to provide clinicians confidence that these values are indeed significantly different from LPR. This is done by quantification of margins and uncertainties (QMU) that best estimates are significantly different from LPR. This is an example of this type of supplied information.

Figure 4 Best estimate behavior.

Notes: This display is of the margins or thresholds of the best estimate in calculating its behavior toward true value. This behavior is computed from best evidence acquired at one point in time. With increases in knowledge, this best estimate is updated to demonstrate a change in behavior due to new knowledge possibly improving the outcome estimate of a subject of interest.

Abbreviations: LPR, lower performance requirement; UPR, upper performance requirement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Manufacturer margins of proprietary material(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marginal fracture/survival rate(s) as proxy for flexural strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QMU of LPR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Manufacturers provide UPRs and LPRs for their proprietary materials. Critical values are obtained from the literature. For example, a manufacturer has provided the estimates, %, RR, and OR for its composite material. The QMU has been calculated for each estimate type that was provided. If we look at 3-year estimates for the example in the text and its RR estimates, then the QMU for the LPR would be 0.18 and the QMU of the critical value is 0.33. So from this table, the QMU of the best estimate would be compared as to its value being the same as LPR, critical value, somewhere in between, or greater than both.

Abbreviations: AP, at placement; LPRs, lower performance requirements; OR, odds ratios; QMU, quantification of margins and uncertainties; RR, risk ratio; UPRs, upper performance requirements.

Discussion

Point-in-time analysis of QMU is based on the calculation of a k-factor, that is, defined as margin divided by uncertainty in a study population regarding an outcome metric (Figure 5). Thus, the k-factor is the population mean (μ) minus LPR...
divided by the population variance. Since researchers estimate the population mean from study samples, the estimate of the k-factor is the population mean (μ) minus LPR (M) divided by the population variance (σ).

Abbreviation: LPR, lower performance requirement.

Figure 5: Formula for quantification of margins and uncertainties: k-factor calculation for a population.

Notes: Calculation of k-factor is defined as margin (M) divided by uncertainty (U) in a study population regarding an outcome metric. Thus, the k-factor is the population mean (μ) minus LPR (M) divided by the population variance (σ).

Abbreviation: LPR, lower performance requirement.

Figure 6: Formula for quantification of margins and uncertainties: k-factor calculation for a sample.

Notes: Calculation of k-factor is defined as margin (M) divided by uncertainty (U) in a study population regarding an outcome metric. Thus, the estimate of the k-factor is the mean of study samples (X̄) minus LPR divided by standard deviation (s) of the study samples.

Abbreviation: LPR, lower performance requirement.

With QMU of the LPR and UPR, as well as the best estimate from the systematic review, researchers may demonstrate that the QMU best estimate is separate (significantly different) from the distribution of LPR (Figure 7), or is part (not significantly different) from the distribution of LPR (Figure 8). If significantly different, then the best estimate is at a performance greater than LPR. This can all be stated by using this one number (QMU) with which clinician may have confidence in the reported best estimate acquired from systematic reviews.

For example, if our illustrative data were real data using the outcome of success rate, then we would calculate the QMU for the LPR, CV, Cochrane sample estimate, and the UPR. The result, then, demonstrates that the Cochrane sample’s distribution is not a part of the distribution of LPR and CV (Table 2): QMU for Cochrane best estimate (margin - LPR) is 0.103, that is:

- Greater than QMU LPR (QMU = 0.016),
- Greater than QMU CV (QMU = 0.013).

Also the Cochrane sample’s distribution QMU (UPR - margin) is 0.034 determined from its calculation against UPR distribution, or true value of competency of the material at its UPR. Thus, the reported best estimate QMU is less than QMU UPR (0.20). The clinician, then, may state that the reported best estimate is not a part of the distribution of UPR. The clinician’s conclusion is that the acquired best estimate stands alone as not a part of LPR, CV, or UPR, but with current best knowledge reported lies at an optimum point somewhere between UPR and CV. Thus, the material has clinical competence in restoring carious dental lesions because its 3-year performance lies somewhere between least acceptable performance and true value. Again, if QMU of the material is higher, then there is confidence that the new estimate acquired from the systematic review is better, or material competency is better, than comparison with the
LPR; if QMU of the material is lower, the material has lesser performance competency than its other comparison requirements. Acceptable QMUs established for each point-in-time analysis would be useful in developing a simple strength of recommendation scale (as in systematic reviews) for clinicians in determining material competency (in this case). It also serves to assist clinicians in comparing previously reported best estimates of competency compared to newly reported best estimates in the light of new knowledge, truly an improvement in clinician decision making as to competency performance of a subject of interest involved in clinical decision making.

Once clinical competency has been determined at a point-in-time analysis and demonstrated no change in QMU with newly reported knowledge, then best estimates of outcomes become “insensitive” to any remaining uncertainty. With that level of achievement, the estimate is said to be robust, or the best possible estimate that can be obtained within the metric threshold limits. Thus, data validation has reached a level of estimation of the causal probability of performance competency. The steady state may be interpreted as having developed the probability of a standard of care, a decision that approximates the certainty of knowledge of the best achievable estimate of an intervention’s outcome metric at one point in time. In summary, the estimate that is present for implementation in clinical decision making meets the following requirements:

- Within informed consent, patients and their clinicians discover uncertainties regarding emerging personal health care plans.
- Systematic reviews provide validated estimates of dental regimens, therapies, treatments, and service delivery equipment and supplies albeit 2 at a time for any given outcome measure.
- Clinicians provide patients with estimates derived from systematic reviews regarding outcomes of oral health services and delivery systems that may address uncertainties in personal health care plans. These estimates provide confidence in the validity of the estimate.
- QMU is made by manufacturers of dental regimens, therapies, treatments, and service delivery equipment and supplies at points in time over the performance competency of the product.
- Clinicians use these QMUs to explain the meaning of the systematic, validated estimates to patients.
- Patients and clinicians may then understand if the estimate provided describes a service or delivery system that is, at one point in time, performing excellently, poorly, or at some CV of clinical acceptance or at some optimal level in between.

### Conclusion

Understanding the best estimate of outcomes given various intervention options regarding a subject of interest begins with data, or best evidence acquired through systematic review. These are decision data about the effectiveness of treatments, therapies, regimens, and accommodations, as well as equipment, devices, and disposables. For decision making, pairwise comparisons are used to provide the context of the best estimate of an outcome because this is how the evidence is queried for in the PICOTS template and matched in studies. Thus, clinicians compare a PI with a CI using meta-analysis. Recent innovations allow clinicians to make multiple comparisons using NMA. Here, geometric networks...
are constructed with both direct and indirect comparison data, so that the best estimate of an outcome is estimated for more than one CI, or for example, several treatment options. Thus, decision making is enhanced. However, clinicians and patients need to have confidence that these best estimates are nearing the true value estimate as knowledge improves. To test this behavior, reduction in uncertainty of the best estimate needs to be tested against its thresholds. This reduction in uncertainty is quantified by the k-factor of QMU, the QMU, and provides at a given level of confidence that the best estimate is significantly different (or not) from a lower or higher performance requirement and clinical acceptance of functional ability, overall, determining clinical competency of interventions for decision making. Once quantified for an acceptable range that demonstrates a steady state, the best estimate may have attained standard of care that approximates the certainty of knowledge for a subject of interest.
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